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Recolour your Forecourt 
with AdBlue®

Introducing the Tokheim Quantium™ ML AdBlue®  
dispenser: a fuel pump that brings colour to your forecourt. 
This dispenser has adapted with the changing times and 
now brings your customers greater convenience when it 
comes to refilling vehicles with AdBlue® solution. Owners of 
new-model diesel vehicles are able to support sustainability 
by topping up with AdBlue® fluid and fuel in the same  
site visit.

When it comes to revealing its true colours, this dispenser 
really shines. It brings you more options through 
modularity, a greater customer retention through reliabilty, 
and unfaltering customer loyalty through its clear emphasis 
on quality. Expertly blending into a variety of forecourt 
environments, the Quantium ML AdBlue® dispenser 
is the perfect, emission-reducing addition to your fuel  
retail environment.    

Amongst a jungle of options when it comes to finding the 
right model for AdBlue® dispensing, choose us. Recolour 
your forecourt with the new Quantium ML AdBlue® 
dispenser.
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Tokheim Quantium™ ML AdBlue® dispenser

Fighting NOX
Emissions 

Available as a standalone or back-to-
back model, the Quantium ML AdBlue®

dispenser gives your customers choice. 
This dispenser, no matter its confi guration, 
is here to help modern diesel engines meet 
the new emissions standards, by making the 
availability of AdBlue® more convenient for 
fuel retail customers.

Convenient Fueling

Presenting the same characterisitcs —
modular, versatile and durable — as the  
Tokheim Quantium™ ML fuel dispenser, 
the Quantium ML AdBlue® dispenser is a 
must-have on the forecourts of today. Built 
with high-quality components and treated 
specifi cally to handle the highly corrosive 
adblue liquid, this dipenser is not only 
capable of, but exceptional in, delivering a 
fi rst-class service to your customers, day-in, 
day-out, year-on-year.

Exceptional Characteristics

Branding & Media Done Right

With the new Quantium ML dispenser 
range, you’re one step ahead of the 
competition when it comes to marketing 
your fuel business and generating loyalty. 
Take advantage of customizable livery 
to boost your brand image and use 
enhanced media screens for on-site 
promotions. Let us help your fuel business 
stand-out for all the right reasons. 

Improved Performance

The highly confi gurable Quantium ML 
AdBlue® dispenser is here to meet the 
fueling demands of today and tomorrow. 
Thanks to our trusted Tokheim quality 
delivering reliable operation, this dispenser 
delivery lower total cost of ownership (TCO), 
has greater uptime than other pumps on 
the market, thanks to a reduced need for 
maintenance intervention. 
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